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Details of Visit:

Author: macgyver
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 24 Nov 2008 19.30
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 50
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.xclusivepartiesuk.sexintheuk.com/

The Premises:

The venue for Rachel's party was a friend's house. Very discreet and perfect for purpose.

The Lady:

Rachel, AKA "Angel Reece" is a perfect size 8 with great tits, fantastic toned body and a gorgeous
face. Check her pictures out on BGAFD.

The Story:

I had the pleasure of meeting Rachel at one of the "Splash Her Face" parties about a year ago,
unfortunately the hotel room for the evening was on the small side which put a bit of a downer on
things.

Rachel recently set up her Xclusive Parties website and started holding Bukkake parties in
Daventry. Unlike a lot of the parties that I have been to these are not filmed and as soon as I heard
about them I had to attend.

I arrived bang on time and was welcomed by Rachel's friend who had supplied the venue for the
evening, offered a drink and shown to the lounge which was set up with subdued lighting, porn on
the TV and a mini stage for Rachel to perform on.

Shortly after Rachel appeared looking divine in sexy underwear and introduced herself to the
assembled guys. Apparently 7 had said they would attend but only 4 had actually shown up, which
was great as it meant that there was plenty of space and attention for everyone.

Before too long Rachel was ready to get things going and suggested we get undressed. Before I
had even got my clothes off she was working on two hard cocks like there was no tomorrow. In fact
I had to hang back just to watch this porn star babe deepthroating and wanking guys a few feet
away from me.

Her technique is absolutley amazing, she knows just how long, how deep and how hard to suck to
bring you to the boil before moving on to the next lucky guy. With one of the party goers between
her legs tonguing her shaved pussy (something that I just had to do later as well) she was able to
look after the other three at the same time.
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Suffice to say it was not long before we could take no more and Rachel soon had three loads of
cum over her face, so much that it was dripping down onto her perfect tits.

After a break, during which Rachel went to clean up and one of the guests left, it was on to round
two.

Things were a little less frantic this time, as they always are on the second round, and the for the
next half an hour I was sucked, wanked and had my balls licked until I unloaded all her face again.
There was even a bit of porn film style face fucking!

As a fan of Bukkake parties I have to rate this in my top three, especially as Rachel really seemed
to enjoy it, almost as much as the guys.

Hopefully she will be holding some more in 2009. If so, I will certainly be there!
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